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Third, systematic changes in weather sys-

tems would infl uence local weather and the 

incidence of extremes. Understanding and 

predicting such changes is much harder than 

predicting changes in mean temperatures. In 

observations, changes in circulation are dif-

fi cult to identify among large random vari-

ability. Climate models struggle to simu-

late some circulation changes reliably ( 8). 

Increasingly, climate models have fi ner spa-

tial resolution and better resolve processes 

relevant to regional climate variability. This 

will eventually improve confi dence in attri-

bution results on regional scales.

In the aftermath of damaging extreme 

events, it is important to be able to address 

the question to what extent human-induced 

climate change is to blame. Therefore, reli-

able information is needed to determine 

whether human infl uence has changed the 

risk of the occurrence of extreme climate 

events. Where regional changes appear to 

buck the long-term expected trend, scien-

tists must determine whether this is because 

climate variability masks climate change 

or because observations and models dis-

agree as a result of model defi ciencies. This 

information can then be used to improve 

future climate models. There is little doubt 

that human activities were the main cause 

of global warming over the past 60 years, 

but work to better understand the causes 

of changes in regional climate, and thereby 

better understand our vulnerability to cli-

mate extremes, is far from done.  
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A mixed regional picture. In this map of observed local surface temperature changes from 1951 to 2010, 
areas without adequate observational coverage (shown in gray) are mostly found in the tropics and at high 
latitudes. [Adapted from ( 1)]
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Fibers Do the Twist

MATERIALS SCIENCE

Jinkai Yuan and Philippe Poulin 

Twisted fi bers provide a simple, low-cost route 

to high-energy artifi cial muscles.

        I
n a rubber band–powered airplane, 

a pretwisted band untwists when the 

hook used to initially balance its torque 

is released (see the fi gure). Such an actua-

tion is based on the elastic recovery of the 

stretched polymer chains. The material has to 

be mechanically retwisted to operate but the 

method is simple and effi cient, because the 

rubber band delivers almost as much energy 

as needed to twist it. Unfortunately, soft rub-

ber cannot easily provide large stress and can-

not be used in modern applications such as 

robotics, artificial muscles, smart textiles, 

and new medical devices. But as Haines et al. 

show on page 868 of this issue ( 1), the con-

cept of twisted fi bers can nevertheless be use-

ful in demanding actuator applications.

Twisted carbon nanotube yarns can act as 

highly effi cient torsional and tensile actua-

tors. Actuation in these yarns is not based on  

the entropic elasticity of polymer chains (as 

in a rubber band) but instead involves ionic 

swelling in a liquid electrolyte ( 2), electro-

magnetic effects ( 3), or the thermal expan-

sion of an infi ltrated paraffi n wax ( 4). How-

ever, carbon nanotube yarns are expensive 

and difficult to make. Also, their energy 

density is low compared to that of compet-

ing materials such as shape memory alloys, 

considered to be the highest–energy density 

materials in the fi eld of actuators ( 5).

Haines et al. now report artifi cial muscles 

made of twisted polymer fi bers that deform 

in response to thermal expansion. Thermal 

expansion has long been used for thermal 

actuators—for example, in the “solar mus-

cle,” which converts solar heat into mechani-

cal energy ( 6). These systems are simple, 

robust, and cheap, but have low thermal effi -

ciency and provide lateral deformations of 

only a few percent. The strain can be ampli-

fi ed into large stroke by combining different 

materials, but this makes the actuators heavier 

and less effi cient. By contrast, Haines et al. 

use a single material and a basic design. This 

single material can, for example, be commer-

cial polyamide fi bers used for fi shing lines.

Polyamide is a semicrystalline polymer 

with a large stiffness over a wide tempera-

ture range. Its deformations involve not only 

entropic elasticity but also strong interac-
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tions between the polymer chains, which are 

highly aligned along the axis of the fi bers and 

contract with rising temperature. As a con-

sequence of this contraction, the diameter of 

the fi ber expands with temperature, whereas 

the fi bers contract in length. As Haines et al. 

show, these effects induce untwisting of the 

fi ber, providing torsional actuators with giant 

energy density because thermal expansion is 

directly converted into torsion. The achieved 

energy density is comparable to that of shape 

memory polymer fi bers ( 7) and shape mem-

ory alloys ( 8).

Similar to the materials studied by 

Haines et al., shape memory polymers also 

deform through the stretching and con-

traction of polymer chains as a response 

to mechanical load and heating. In shape 

memory polymers, the chains are frozen 

in stretched conformations below a ther-

mal transition temperature. They contract 

as they become mobile above this tempera-

ture. The deformed polymers remain stable 

at room temperature. Consequently, twisted 

fi bers made from shape memory polymers 

could potentially serve as torsional actuators 

without being hooked or constrained. Fur-

thermore, the transition temperature of poly-

mers can be adjusted by changing the com-

position of the polymer ( 9). Development of 

such actuators could provide another route 

to high-energy artifi cial muscles made from 

twisted polymer fi bers that respond to tem-

perature changes. However, shape memory 

polymer fibers may not be suitable when 

the material is expected to operate revers-

ibly in response to repeated decreases and 

increases of temperature.

Beyond the domain of torsional actuators, 

Haines et al. show that twist insertion allows 

the conversion of a small strain induced 

by thermal expansion into a giant tensile 

deformation along the coiled fi ber axis. The 

highest tensile stroke achieved was 34% for 

a temperature variation of ~220°C, compared 

with 4% strain for the untwisted fi ber. The 

level of stroke amplifi cation is controlled by 

coiling of the fi ber. Indeed, fi bers form coils 

when highly twisted. The degree of coiling 

can be adjusted by changing the tensile load 

of the fi ber during twisting and/or by varying 

the degree of twist. This concept is a notable 

advance because it allows the response of the 

actuator to be controlled at will. Compact 

coiling allows large stroke and low stress, 

whereas a less coiled structure generates a 

greater stress and a lower stroke. The energy 

density in tensile actuation is as high as in 

torsion, confi rming that the same underlying 

mechanism operates in torsion and tension.

But record energy density, giant stroke, and 

versatility are not the sole impressive advan-

tages of the technology reported by Haines et 

al. Polymer fi bers are small in diameter and 

thus respond rapidly, result-

ing in high power density. 

Yet despite their small diam-

eter, the fi bers can be indefi -

nitely long and used in large 

structures. Hence, the pres-

ent concepts could fi nd uses 

in miniaturized actuators, 

as well as in macroscopic 

structures. Haines et al. use 

twisted fi bers to make mac-

roscopic active textiles that deliver mechani-

cal energy and exhibit reversible changes in 

porosity with temperature. Fiber materials are 

ideally suited to be integrated in smart tex-

tiles, gas or liquid fi lters that clog with tem-

perature, and active cables that move objects 

or lever arms as natural muscles do. Finally, 

the robustness, commercial availability, and 

low cost of the materials used may allow the 

concept reported by Haines et al. to be inte-

grated rapidly in modern applications. 
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Twist and fl y. Rubber band–powered airplanes are propelled by 
a twisted rubber band. Haines et al. now report artifi cial muscles 
based on twisted polymer fi bers that may, for example, fi nd appli-
cation in smart textiles.
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Charting the Islands of Memory

NEUROSCIENCE

H. T. Blair

A newly discovered population of neurons 

called island cells may be important signaling 

hubs within neural microcircuits for memory.

        E
xquisitely structured microcircuits 

in the hippocampus and entorhi-

nal cortex (EC) were fi rst sketched 

more than a century ago by the great Span-

ish neuroanatomist Ramon y Cajal. It has 

since become known that these circuits are 

components of a memory system that allows 

us to recall facts and past events from our 

lives. Two reports on pages 891 and 896 of 

this issue describe newly discovered cir-

cuits formed by a population of neurons in 

the EC, which congregate in distinctive clus-

ters referred to as “patches” by Ray et al. ( 1) 

and as “islands” by Kitamura et al. ( 2). Both 

studies suggest that these island cells may 

play important roles in learning and memory.

Island cells belong to a common class of 

cortical neurons called pyramidal cells, and 

are distinguished by their expression of a pro-

tein called calbindin, which other EC neurons 

lack. The EC comprises six distinct layers, 

each with its own pattern of input and out-

put connections. Patches of island cell bodies 

reside in the second layer (ECII), which sends 

a major excitatory projection—called the 

perforant path—to the dentate gyrus (DG) 

and CA3 subregions of the hippocampus (see 

the fi gure). However, the perforant path arises 

from ECII stellate cells that are interleaved 

between island cell patches, so island cell 

axons do not project to the DG or CA3.

Kitamura et al. show that island cell 

axons follow the temporoammonic path-
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